The BlackWire plus+ is a mains cable with semi-balanced geometry,
shielded, with an area of 2.5mmq for each conductor. Despite the
11mm external diameter, it keeps excellent flexibility in all conditions.
At a particularly affordable price, the BlackWire plus+ represents an
excellent alternative to more expensive cables without any limitation in
terms of power constraint or interference protection. BlackWire plus+
use is particularly advised together with filters and power distributors of
the BlackNoise line, especially on the output of the devices
themselves.

The bass range performance is first-rate, powerful and well controlled.
Francesco Bollorino, VideoHiFi.com - number 18

Extremely sturdy sound, delicate in the middle range,
soft in the highs and with a powerful “sumo wrestler” low end...
...another parameter particularly well represented is the soundstage, well over
and beyond the speaker on both the horizontal and vertical planes
with a solid and well structured scene...
...the particularly good value for money in relation to the built and the material
used makes it a very desirable product.
Bruno Fazzini, Le guide di FDS

Three the strengh points:
1.

the shielding that avoids that the cable behaves like an antenna,
either receiving or radiating electromagnetic energy. The
shielding, moreover, allows the cleanliness performed by the
BlackNoise filters to reach unimpaired the audio electronic inlets.

2.

the excellent Wattgate plugs on both ends to guarantee the best
possible mechanical and electrical coupling.

3.

an excellent neutrality without any specific tone characterization.

Cabling follows the IEC standard for neutral and phase, this one also
marked on the mains plug.

Both cables can be built on request with a variety of
terminations (see images) and with lenghts
different from the 1,5mt standard.

The GoldWire is a semi-balanced, shielded mains cable with a twisted
multi-conductors geometry, that sums-up for phase and neutral to an
area of 4.5mmq each.
Notwithstanding the greater external diameter (13mm) in respect to
the BlackWire plus+, it’s still able to keep a very good flexibility despite
dimensions.
Together with the BlackWire plus+ there is the shielding employed over
the entire cable length, the choice of excellent Wattgate plugs and
the phase identification marked on the mains plug.
The GoldWire can be advantageously employed for any kind of audio
gear with a strong liking for big integrated/power amps (monoblocks,
stereo or multichannel), powered sub-woofers or in the professional
audio field where the enormous power capability finds its natural
place.
The GoldWire is a markedly better performer than the BlackWire plus+
leading ahead the same general philosophy (great supply current,
tone balance and immunity to radiated/received noise) while insuring
a general improvement in all parameters, still at a reasonable cost.

Inlet side,
available
terminations

Mains side,
available
terminations
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